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ABSTRACT
To prepare for various upcoming flight demonstrations of autonomous multi-satellite systems technology, Emergent Space
Technologies performed a validation of its multi-satellite navigation filter, NAV, using real GPS data and precise post-processed
orbits. NAV estimated positions and velocities were compared to precise orbit ephemerides (POEs) from NASA missions
Ice, Cloud, Land, and Elevation Satellite (ICESat) and Gravitational Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE). This paper
summarizes the methods used to validate NAV’s extended Kalman Filter (EKF) using real GPS data and high precision POEs
to improve filter performance. Using this validation method, absolute NAV position errors are determined to have an RMS of
less than 10 meters (1σ) and velocity errors to less than 2.0 cm/s (1σ) for the analyzed data sets.

I. INTRODUCTION
Emergent Space Technologies (Emergent) developed a multi-satellite navigation filter, NAV, as a core component of the Cluster
Flight Application Suite (CFAS). CFAS is a Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GN&C) flight software for the autonomous
onboard cluster, formation, and constellation flight of small satellites, and was created as part of the DARPA TTO-sponsored
System F6 program [1]. In addition to autonomous maneuver planning, CFAS provides relative and absolute navigation services
for spacecraft cluster and formation flight. NAV consists of an extended Kalman filter (EKF) that processes GPS pseudorange
and cross-link ranging measurements to determine the state of the space vehicles within the cluster. The EKF was initially
validated with an in-house high-fidelity 6-DOF low earth orbit (LEO) cluster flight simulation called the Distributed Integrated
Environment for CFAS Analysis, Simulation, and Testing (DIECAST). DIECAST is based on NASA’s open source Trick
simulation environment and its JSC Engineering Orbital Dynamics (JEOD) software [2]. While NAV and CFAS were originally
developed for the System F6 program, NAV functionality is being actively extended and enhanced to support current and future
military, civil, and commercial space projects. In preparation for these projects, it is necessary to perform additional testing with
real space mission data. Validating NAV using real GPS tracking data and state-of-the-art precise orbit ephemerides (POEs) is
a critical pre-launch activity for such missions.

A standalone processing system is created to run GPS observation data through the EKF independent of the other components
of CFAS. The resulting estimated positions and velocities are compared to POEs that are known to be accurate at level of a few
centimeters for the radial component of the orbits. For this study, single satellite results using data from the Ice, Cloud, Land,
and Elevation Satellite (ICESat) mission and multi satellite results using data from the Gravitational Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) mission are investigated. 30-hour NAV runs are performed using GPS pseudorange measurements as
input. Final navigation filter results are compared to the POEs as ‘truth’ and a series of statistical analyses are presented.



Analyses that do not require precise post-processed truth orbits are also considered. These types of metrics include computing
the mean and RMS of the residuals of the GPS pseudorange measurements and the mean and RMS of arc overlaps. The real
data results are used as a measurement of the precision and accuracy of the NAV filter and a method to calibrate the DIECAST
simulations for future mission design and analysis.

II. METHODOLOGY
1. Navigation Filter Overview
The NAV filter has the standard components of an EKF. The EKF updates state estimates with either GPS pseudorange or cross-
link measurements and propagates the states using the known dynamics. NAV uses a configurable Runge-Kutta propagator with
fixed step size. The propagation can be performed using a 4th, 5th, 6th, or 8th order integrator, but for this study a 4th order with
a 10 second step size is used. The NAV algorithm also includes a gravity model up to degree and order 20, polar motion, and
a basic quadratic drag model with an exponential atmospheric density model and constant ballistic coefficient. The quadratic
drag model is shown in Equation 1.
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ρ is the atmospheric density given by the following equation:

ρ = ρ0e
− h
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where ρ0 is the atmospheric density at a reference height and H0 is the density scale height. The vector vr is the module
velocity with respect to the atmosphere and β is the ballistic coefficient defined as

β =
(mass)

(drag coefficient) · (area)
. (3)

The parameters of the atmospheric density model (ρ0,H0, β) were tuned as part of the System F6 validation to reflect a generic
satellite in a LEO orbit.

The EKF can be configured to estimate module position and velocity, GPS receiver clock bias and drift, and unmodelled
accelerations in the radial, in-track, and cross-track (RIC) frame. For this analysis, 8 states are estimated: module position and
velocity in the international celestial reference frame (ICRF), and receiver clock bias and drift. The measurement model is a
standard GPS pseudorange model. NAV also can process inter-module range measurements via crosslink; however, crosslink
measurements are not available or used for this validation. To summarize, the specific propagator and filter settings are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1: NAV Filter Algorithm and Model Summary

Propagator Runge-Kutta 4th order
Earth Gravity Model 12x12 gravity model

Polar motion
Drag Model Quadratic drag with an exponential atmospheric density model

constant ballistic coefficient
EKF Estimate States Module position and velocity

Receiver clock bias, receiver clock drift
Measurement Model Module position and velocity

Receiver clock bias, receiver clock drift

2. Standalone NAV Processing
In order to perform this validation effort, Emergent modified CFAS to operate in a standalone NAV capability that Figure 1
outlines. A preprocessing suite takes the available observables, including pseudorange observation data and GPS broadcast
ephemeris data file and converts it into a time sequenced text file. This formatted data is fed into the Import NAV utility,
which is the addition to CFAS that makes this playback possible. Import NAV feeds the observables at the appropriate time



to NAV in the expected packet format, and then the NAV filter operates as usual and will output a position, velocity, and time
(PVT) solution. The input observation data and GPS broadcast ephemeris data are in the Receiver INdependent EXchange
(RINEX) format for both observation (obs) and navigation (nav) files, respectively. The RINEX navigation files are available
as daily GPS broadcast ephemeris files via the Crustal Dynamics and Data Information System (CDDIS) website [3]. The
RINEX observation files were obtained through the University of Texas, Center for Space Research and the Jet Propulsion Lab
(JPL) Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PO.DAAC) for ICESat and GRACE, respectively [4] [5]. The
PO.DAAC provides GPS pseudorange data within the GPS1B file format, which can be converted into RINEX by additional
software located in the GRACE PO.DAAC database [5].

Figure 1: Outline of the standalone NAV input processing, import, and output processing modules used to process telemetered data from
NASA space missions

The truth data are the post-processed batch solutions in the form of POEs. The POE files can be either in the SP3 format, a
standard precise ephemeris file format, or in the GNV1B format. GNV1B files are the GPS navigation data format record for
the GRACE mission; and are also available via the JPL PO.DAAC [6] [7]. The preprocessing script uses the POEs to create a
starting PVT solution to initialize the NAV filter and for postprocessing and analysis comparisons. More detail on the POEs for
both ICESat and GRACE is given in the following section.

The postprocessing and analysis component is external to NAV and generates a series of plots and statistics summarizing the
NAV run. It computes relevant statistics on the error between online NAV state estimates and post-processed orbits calculated
by the relevant mission. Details on the analysis are discussed in the results section of this paper.

3. Reference Orbits
The validation efforts focus on using ICESat and GRACE mission data. These missions are chosen because they both are
geodetic satellites with very stringent orbit accuracy requirements, and the GPS pseudorange files and corresponding precise
post-processed orbits are publicly available. In addition, these missions are completely independent from NAV development.
For this analysis, the precise orbits from ICESat and GRACE are considered to be truth orbits to compare the NAV EKF results
against. This is an acceptable assumption as both the ICESat and GRACE orbits have been verified to have an absolute position
accuracy of less than 5 cm.

a) ICESat POEs
ICESat was an earth observing laser altimetry mission in a near-circular, near-polar orbit at about 600km altitude. Its primary
objective was to measure ice sheet mass balance, particularly over the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. It was operational
between 2003 and 2009. The ICESat GPS receiver is the JPL BlackJack receiver, a dual-frequency codeless GPS receiver that
can track up to 16 GPS SVs on the C/A, P1, and P2 signals; however, the default ICESat configuration tracks a maximum of 9
SVs [8] [9] [10].

ICESat data is processed into POEs by UTCSR [4]. The POEs are validated with satellite laser ranging (SLR) and daily POE
arc overlaps; and are independently verified to the centimeter level. For the UTCSR POEs, the double-differenced GPS carrier



phase residual root mean square (RMS) is 1.03 cm. The SLR residual RMS is 1.9 cm. The mean orbit arc overlaps are 0.62
cm in the radial direction, 0.92 cm in the in-track direction, and 0.62 cm in the cross-track direction, with a 3D root sum square
(RSS) of 1.34 cm [11].

b) GRACE POEs
GRACE consists of twin satellites at an altitude of about 500 km spaced 220 km apart, following the same orbital path. Its
primary objective was to measure Earth’s time-varying gravity field by measuring the distance between the two satellites and
its rate of change. It was operational between 2002 and 2017. The GRACE GPS receiver was also a JPL Blackjack that tracked
C/A, P1 and P2 codes and 3 phases with 10 second sampling. GRACE data was processed into precise orbits by JPL in the GPS
Navigation File (GNV1B), which is a level 1B mission product [6] [12].

Like ICESat, the GRACE POES are validated with satellite laser ranging (SLR) and daily POE arc overlaps. The high SLR
residuals have an RMS of 2.5cm and 3.5 cm for GRACE A and GRACE B, respectively. The median RMS overlaps are 1.2 cm
in the radial direction, 1.9 cm in the along track direction, and 1.6 cm in the cross-track direction for GRACE B [12]. The JPL
POEs have been verified to the cm level by UTCSR [13].

III. RESULTS
NAV processing was performed on a various 30 hour andmulti-day datasets for both ICESat and GRACE. As part of the analysis,
pseudorange residuals, arc overlaps, and comparisons to POEs were performed. While a number of ICESat and GRACE data
runs were performed, for brevity only one representative 30-hour ICESat run and one 30-hour GRACE run are discussed in the
following sections. For ICESat, the representative dataset spans 30 hours, from May 21, 2005 at 21:00:00 GPS time to May
23, 2005 at 03:00:00 GPS time. For GRACE, the representative dataset spans 30 hours from February 21, 2006 at 21:00:00 to
February 3, 2006 at 03:00:00. Unless otherwise stated, the times are GPS time.

1. Pseudorange Residuals
As one method of analysis, the pseudorange residuals are computed by calculating the difference between the pseudorange
observations provided by the GPS receiver and the NAV estimated pseudoranges. The NAV pseudoranges are computed within
the filter as part of the EKF process. The filter computes an expected distance between the GPS space vehicle position, which is
calculated using the GPS ephemeris data, and the EKF estimated satellite position. To ensure that erroneous GPS pseudorange
observations do not incorrectly affect the estimated EKF position, NAV removes observations that are outside a specified
Normalized Innovation Squared (NIS) limit. The NIS χ2 test is a measurement of how much the observed measurements vary
from the predicted measurements. For the results presented, the NIS was equal to 9. This means that if the calculated NIS value
is greater than 9 for a given pseudorange residual, that measurement will be rejected from the EKF.

For ICESat, excluding measurements that violated the NIS χ2 test, the mean error is less than 1 cm with a one sigma RMS of
2.5 m. A graph of the pseudorange residuals along side estimated receiver clock bias is given in Figure 2. The receiver clock
bias estimate is shown to demonstrate the correlation between increased pseudorange residuals and spikes in the receiver clock
bias. It is apparent that the larger residuals in Figure 2 occurred coincident with a sudden increase in receiver clock bias. These
residuals are still processed by NAV as they did not violate the NIS limit; however, they are clearly outside the typical residual
range. It is also apparent that there are less observations in the pseudorange residual spikes than other times in the run. This
situation occurs because a number of measurements are rejected in these instances because they are above the NIS limit.



Figure 2: ICESat pseudorange residuals and clock bias estimates for 05/21/2005 21:00:00 (GPS)

Similarly for GRACE, excluding invalid GPS pseudorange measurements via the NIS χ2 test the mean pseudorange residual
error was 0.41 m with a one sigma RMS of 2.16 m for GRACE A and a mean error of 0.28 m with a one sigma RMS of 2.38
m for GRACE B. The pseudorange residuals and estimated receiver clock biases for GRACE A and B are in Figure 3. Note,
that while there are some residual spikes, they are not as severe as those seen with ICESat, and are not coupled with an increase
in rejected measurements. Table 2 summarizes both ICESat and GRACE pseudorange residual results. Even with the larger
residuals correlated with extreme clock drift, the one sigma RMS for both ICESat and GRACE are similar.

Figure 3: GRACE A and GRACE B pseudorange residuals and clock bias estimates for 02/21/2006 21:00:00 (GPS)



Table 2: Pseudorange Residual Statistics Computed Over 30 Hour Runs of NAV

Mean (m) RMS (m)
ICESat 0.079 2.516
GRACE A 0.409 2.160
GRACE B 0.288 2.383

2. Arc Overlaps
For arc overlaps, two separate NAV runs are performed such that there is an overlap at the end of the first arc and the beginning
of the second arc. These overlap results give us a type of minimum error bound on the NAV filter estimates, as it shows the
difference in filter results with the same measurement inputs started at different times in the orbit. While the GPS pseudorange
observations are the same for the overlaps, the two orbits started at a different initial condition and converged to a slightly
different solution.

For ICESat, the first 30-hour arc starts at 21:00 on May 21, 2005 and extends to 03:00 on the May 23, 2005. This is the same
arc that is analyzed for the pseudorange residuals in the previous section. The second 30-hour arc starts at 21:00 on May 22,
2005 and extends to 03:00 on May 24, 2005. Therefore, we have a 6 hour overlap from 21:00 on the May 22, 2005 to the 03:00
on the May 23, 2005. The results of comparing the arc overlaps are shown in Figure 4. The mean overlap errors and RMS are
show in Table 3.

Figure 4: ICESat overlaps for 05/22/2005 21:00:00 to 05/23/2005 03:00:00 (GPS)

For GRACE A and B, the first arc starts on February 21, 2006 at 21:00 and ends on February 23, 2006 at 03:00. The second
arc starts on February 22, 2006 at 21:00 and ends on February 24, 2006 at 03:00, so there is an overlap between February 22,
2006 at 21:00 to February 23, 2006 at 03:00. The results of comparing the arc overlaps for GRACE A and B are in Figure 5 and
Figure 6 respectively. These figures show the results in the local vertical curvilinear (LVC) frame. The LVC frame is similar to
the RSW frame, which is commonly called the Hill’s frame [14] for circular orbits. The x-axis is the radial axis and is defined
along the instantaneous position vector in the zenith direction, the z-axis is in the cross-track direction or along the direction of
the orbit angular momentum vector, and the y-axis completes the orthogonal, right-handed coordinate system in the along-track
direction. The difference between the LVC frame and the RSW frame is the LVC axes curve along the shape reference orbit [15],
which for this analysis is the "truth" orbit or POE. The LVC frame is used because much of the CFAS operates in the relative
orbit terms when handling multiple spacecraft orbits.

The mean overlap errors and RMS for GRACE A and B are show in Table 3. The RMS is less than 1 m in the radial and
along-track direction and less than 0.5 m in the cross-track direction for both the GRACE A and GRACE B satellites.



Figure 5: GRACE A overlaps for 02/22/2006 21:00:00 to 02/23/2006 03:00:00 (GPS)

Figure 6: GRACE B overlaps for 02/22/2006 21:00:00 to 02/23/2006 03:00:00 (GPS)

Table 3: Position and Velocity Differences for Overlapping 30-hour NAV arcs

LVC Differences Position [mean rms] (m) LVC Differences Velocity [mean rms] (cm/s)
Radial Along-track Cross-track Radial Along-track Cross-track

ICESat 0.609± 0.799 −0.268± 0.716 −0.109± 0.726 0.0± 0.1 0.0± 0.16 0.0± 0.08

GRACE A −0.002± 0.926 −0.040± 0.871 −0.604± 0.308 0.0± 0.1 0.0± 0.22 0.0± 0.03

GRACE B −0.075± 0.937 −0.044± 0.881 −0.601± 0.310 0.0± 0.1 0.0± 0.22 0.0± 0.03

3. Precision Orbit Ephemeris Comparisons
Finally, comparisons between the NAV estimated solution and the precise orbits are computed. Figure 7 shows the results for
an ICESat 30 hour arc and Figures 8 and 9 show the results for a GRACE A and B 30 hour arc. Like the overlap plots, POE
comparisons are done in the LVC frame. In Figures 7, 8, 9, the blue line is the difference between NAV estimated solution and
the precision orbit and the black line is the NAV filter estimated one sigma covariance. The pink line is the one sigma variance



of the error, which is computed excluding the first hour of the run to ensure convergence of the filter. The mean and one sigma
RMS are listed in the figures and summarized in Tables 4 and 5.

Figure 7: ICESat LVC position and velocity errors between the NAV estimate and reference orbit



Figure 8: GRACE A LVC position and velocity errors between the NAV estimate and reference orbit

Figure 9: GRACE B LVC position and velocity errors between the NAV estimate and reference orbit



a) Relative Orbit
Because GRACE consisted of two satellites relative navigation errors can be computed. The relative position errors are computed
by differencing the estimated positions of the two GRACE satellites and comparing it to the difference between the GRACE A
and B POEs. The relative errors, as seen in Figure 10, are about half of what the absolute errors are for this set of data. This is
expected as common errors in GPS ephemeris and receiver clocks cancel when differencing the solutions.

Table 4: Summary of GRACE POE Errors 2/21/2006 (30-hour run)

LVC Position [mean rms] (m) LVC Velocity [mean rms] (cm/s)
Radial Along-track Cross-track Radial Along-track Cross-track

Absolute Errors
(GRACE A) 3.035± 5.601 −0.295± 2.670 0.592± 1.314 0.35± 0.89 −0.18± 0.83 −0.03± 0.33

Absolute Errors
(GRACE B) 2.847± 6.388 −0.402± 3.090 0.285± 1.653 0.34± 1.00 −0.19± 0.97 −0.02± 0.38

Relative Errors −0.178± 3.837 −0.015± 1.91 −0.307± 1.107 0.00± 0.57 0.00± 0.62 0.00± 0.22

Table 5: Summary of ICESat POE Errors 5/21/2005 (30-hour run)

LVC Position [mean rms] (m) LVC Velocity [mean rms] (cm/s)
Radial Along-track Cross-track Radial Along-track Cross-track

Absolute Errors 2.511± 5.695 −0.330± 3.736 0.276± 2.001 0.31± 0.86 −0.16± 0.10 0.01± 0.37

Figure 10: GRACE LVC relative position and velocity errors between the NAV estimate and the difference between the reference orbits



IV. CONCLUSION
To support current and future space projects, Emergent is performing validation on its extended Kalman filter, NAV, using real
GPS tracking data and state-of-the-art POEs. Emergent developed a standalone NAV processing capability to be used to run
NAV on real mission input data and compare to truth datasets. Validation efforts using ICESat and GRACE data suggests that
NAV can estimate satellite position to less than 10 meters (1-sigma) and satellite velocity to less than 2.0 cm/s (1-sigma). The
absolute LVC position error is less than 10.0 m in the radial axis, less than 5.0 m in the along-track axis, and less than 2.0 m
cross-track axis in low earth orbit. The absolute LVC velocity errors are less than 1.0 cm/s in the radial and along-track axes,
and less than 0.5 cm/s in the cross-track axes.
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